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Previous analytical studies have related transverse rms emittance growth in nonuniform beams to
changes in the beam density profile, but the time evolution of the process has not been analyzed. Our
new approach analyzes the internal motion of the beam and from this obtains the explicit time
dependence of the rms emittance. It is shown to reach its peak value explosively in about one quarter
of a plasma period. The subsequent behavior depends on the uniformity of the initial density profile.
We derive a uniformity criterion that determines whether or not the emittance oscillates periodically
and present examples of density profiles for which the emittance returns to its initial value and then
continues to oscillate. We discuss a class of continuous initial profiles that lead to discontinuous
shocklike behavior (with partial irreversibility of the oscillations) and a class of segmented profiles for
which the emittance jumps to its maximum value in one fourth of a plasma period and remains at that
value with essentially no further change.
1. INTRODUCTION
Analytical studies of rms emittance arising out of space-charge field energy began
with the pioneering work of Lapostolle. 1 His treatment utilized the rms envelope
equations developed by him and by Sacherer.2 Since then, Lee3 and, more
recently, Wangler et al. 4 have done independent analyses. These authors found a
differential equation relating changes in emittance to changes in the self-field
energy. Wangler et ale also presented numerical simulations showing emittance
growth in one quarter of a plasma period. This surprisingly rapid growth was
unexplained by the analysis.
In the previous reports, moments were calculated and relationships were
deduced among their time derivatives. Since these equations were not closed,
time-dependent solutions could not be obtained. With the present method, we
first solve for the beam internal motion as a function of time and then calculate
the moments. The rms emittance found from these moments is shown to reach its
peak value in about one quarter of a plasma period, in agreement with the
simulations of Wangler et ale
We separate the mean square emittance into a thermal part and a fluid part.
For a strongly space-charge-dominated warm beam, the fluid motion during
emittance growth is the same as for the corresponding cold beam, except for a
slight change in timing. Thus, we do almost all of the analysis on cold beams,
gaining mathematical simplicity. After calculating the explicit time dependence of
the cold-beam emittance, we add in the thermal part and obtain a complete
treatment of the explosive stage of emittance growth in bright beams.
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(2)
(1)
To simplify the formulas in the present treatment, the beam is assumed to be
nonrelativistic. (However, this restriction is easily removed by applying the
relativistic correction factor y-3 to the final result for mean square emittance.)
The beam energy is assumed to be much larger than the space-charge potential,
allowing the usual approximation that all beam particles have the same energy
and the same constant longitudinal velocity v. This assumption also implies that
all transverse velocities are much smaller than v.
We treat steady flow; i.e., at a given point z in the longitudinal direction, there
are no changes with time. Changes occur when following the beam at velocity v,
so that "time" in this paper simply means z Iv.
Our beam propagates in vacuum; a modification would be needed if the beam
were partially neutralized by background plasma. For vacuum propagation, the
self-magnetic field force is v 2Ic2 times the self-electrostatic force and is therefore
neglected; the correction factor to the self-force would be y-2. Combining this
with the relativistic mass correction would give the factor y-3 mentioned above.
We treat both round beams and sheet beams. Round beams by definition are
azimuthally symmetric, and sheet beams by assumption are symmetric in the
direction of transverse motion, x. This symmetry means that only the upper half
(x ;;::: 0) of a sheet beam needs to be considered; all x-integrals start from zero.
We start with sheet-beam dynamics (Section 2) because the equations are
simpler and exact results are obtained. These exact results give a good
background for the perturbation analysis of round-beam dynamics in Section 3.
2. SHEET BEAMS
2.1. Space-Charge Field
If the beam density is n(x, z), the number of particles per square centimeter
within half-width x is
NAx, z) =rn(xv z) dxv
and the total number per square centimeter is
N =f' n(x, z) dx,
which is constant for steady flow. Equation (1) means that
n = aNxlax.
If all beam particles have the same charge e, Poisson's equation is
aNxlax = (4ne)-1(a/ax)Es(x, z),
where Es is the x-component of the space-charge field. The term aEsz / az has
been dropped. This is justifiable if the beam is reasonably thin, Le., if (kh)2« 1,
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where k is the channel-focusing wave number and h is the beam half-width.
Integrating, we have
Es = 4:rceNx •
A basic quantity is the normalized line perveance




As stated in the introduction, we begin by analyzing cold beams; thermal motion
will be included later. We consider particles in a uniform channel experiencing a
self-consistent space-charge force and a linear external focusing force Fe. We
define the focusing constant k 2 by
F'e/mv2 = -k2x, (5)
so that




For a cold beam, the particle motion is initially laminar. We show in Section
2.3 that it remains laminar for at least a distance A/4, where A= 2:rc/k; A is also
shown to be the distance the beam travels in one period of plasma oscillation. We
will find that the peak rms emittance occurs at ),,/4, while the motion is still
laminar.
Thus, we begin with the assumption of laminar motion over a range 0::5 Z ::5 zc,
where the critical distance Zc > ).,/4 is to be calculated later. Since no trajectories
cross, Nx is preserved for each particle at its position x(z).
If we write; for the initial position of the particle that is currently at x(z), then
Nx(x, z) = Nx(;, 0) for all x in the laminar range of z, so that the last term in Eq.
(7) (the space-charge term) is constant. Using the abhreviation Nx(x, 0) = Nx(;),
we define the equilibrium position
and get the linear equation
x" + k 2[x - xe (;)] = 0
for the range [0, zc]. The solution, for the initial condition x'(;) = 0, is
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From Eqs. (8) and (10), at z = A/4 the position of the beam edge is
x(h, A/4) = xe(h) = Plk2, (11)
so that PIk 2 is the beam width at z = A/4. That is, PIk 2 is the center of oscillation
of the beam edge during the period of laminar motion. PIk 2 is a basic unit of
length, which has several other interpretations mentioned further on.
Differentiating Eq. (10) with respect to z yields
x'(;, z) = -k[; - xe(;)] sin kz, (12)
which will be used below. But first, we investigate the duration of laminarity.
2.3. Trajectory Crossing for Continuous Profile
Laminar particle motion ceases when two beam elements with an initial
separation d; are later separated by dx = 0, i.e., when the derivative dxld;
vanishes. From Eq. (10),
dxld; = dxeld; + (1- dxeld;) cos kz.









It turns out that nu is the density of a cold, uniform, matched beam, gIvIng
another interpretation for PIk 2• Also, we will find that nu is the density of the
actual cold beam at z = A/4.
We use nu to define the plasma frequency ltJpo:
ltJ~o= 4Jre2nu lm.
The distance that the beam travels in one plasma period is Apo = 2Jrv I ltJpo. Using
Eqs. (4) and (15), we see that Apo = 2Jrlk, which is the same as A, defined earlier.
Combining Eqs. (13) and (14),
dxld; = n(;)lnu + [1- n(;)lnu ] cos kz. (16)
Laminar motion ceases at the critical distance Zc where dxld; first vanishes:
(17)
In Eq. (17), ;c is the point of minimum initial n; particles originating in the
neighborhood of ;c are the first to cross trajectories if such crossing occurs.
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Laminarity criterion. If n(;»nu /2 for all ;<h, there is no solution to Eq.
(17), Zc does not exist, and the motion is laminar for all z in the cold-beam limit.
If n(;) $: nu /2 over some range of ;, then that part of the beam with the lowest
initial density, which was n(;c), will cross trajectories first and define Zc.
Observe that if Zc exists then its value always lies between }"'/4 and }"'/2. It
approaches )../2 for profiles with minimum density n(;c) slightly less than nu /2,
and approaches }.../4 for profiles with n(;c) «nu /2.
If the initial density profile gradually falls to zero at the beam edge, then
n(;c) = 0 and Zc~ }.../4. But if there is a sharp cutoff, as is typical for a cold
beam, then the density at cutoff is relevant.
2.4. Beam Density Time Dependence
Laminar particle motion implies n(x, z) dx = n(;) d;, i.e.,
n(;)/n(x, z) = dx/d;. (18)
(19)
(21)
We combine this with Eq. (16) to find the beam density z-dependence (with our
constant-v model and with z = vt, we often use the term time dependence):
) nun(x, z = ,
1 + [nu/n(;) -1] cos kz
where the x dependence is found by simultaneous use of Eq. (10). The above
result can be obtained from the fluid equations for a cold fluid. Note that n(x)
becomes uniform at z = ),,/4, and then a density reversal occurs: Particles
originating in underdense regions find themselves in overdense regions and vice
versa. If the laminarity criterion is violated, then n ~ 00 as z ~ Zc for particles
originating at ;c. Equation (7) is no longer linear for z > zc, and Eq. (19)
becomes inapplicable. After Zc a shocklike phenomenon occurs, which is
illustrated further on.
2.5. Segmented Density Profile
In practical applications, it may be necessary to merge several beams into one
channel. In such cases, the initial beam profile n(;) may have gaps where the
density vanishes, and the above treatment must be slightly modified. Instead of
considering two beam elements initially separated by an infinitesimal distance d;,
we need to consider elements separated by a finite distance ~;. In Eq. (13), we
replace dxe/d; by ~xe/~;, while Eq. (14) becomes
~Xe=~Li;+l1i;n(~l)d~l= <n(~» (20)
~; ~; ~ nu nu '
with the average taken over the range ~;. We find
~x = (n(;) + [1- (n(;)] k
A f: cos z,
u',:, nu nu
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which agrees with Eq. (16) if the profile is continuous and if ~; ~ o. If ~;
extends exactly from one edge of a gap to the other, then it contains no particles
and (n (;) = O. Equation (21) shows that ~x will be zero at the critical distance
zc = }..,/4.
Summarizing: For a segmented profile, the gaps close at }"'/4. The density is
uniform there just as in the case of continuous profiles. Unlike that case, the
density does not become infinite when the trajectories start to cross.
In the remainder of this paper, we assume unless stated otherwise that the
profile is continuous. The above discussion indicates the sort of modification, if
any, that is needed to treat beams with gaps.
2.6. Density and Transverse Velocity at }..,/4
Interesting phenomena occur at z = }..,/4. At that point, the beam has uniform
density and maximum transverse velocities. Eq. (19) shows that
n(x, }"'/4) = nu • (22)
Thus, for any cold-beam initial profile, continuous or not, matched or not, the
density at }..,/4 is uniform and equal to the density of a matched beam. This
surprising result comes from the linearity of Eq. (9) and is not quite true for
round beams. We shall see later that this result is important because it means that
the free electrostatic energy has its minimum value at ).,/4 (and therefore the
kinetic energy is maximum).
It is obvious from Eq. (12) that any particle has its peak transverse velocity at
}"'/4. We can also show, by differentiating Eq. (12) with respect to ;, that the
particular particle with the largest velocity originates at the point ;m where the
initial density n(;m) = nu • (There may be several such points.)
The largest peak velocity, written in dimensionless form, is
2. 7. Rms Beam Size
Averages over density profiles are defined by
(g Hz) = N-1rdx n(x, z)g(x).
Changing the integration variable from x to the initial value ; gives
(g)(z) = N-1 1'''' d; n(;)g(x(;, z».
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If we abbreviate Eq. (10) as
x(;, z) = xe(l- C) + ;C,
where C = cos kz, then
203
(27)
x2 =N- 1 f' dE; n(E;)[x;(1- C)2 + 2E;xe C(1 - C) + E;2C2]
= (P2/3k4)(I- C)2 + (2Wo/k2)C(I- C) + X5C2. (28)
The first term on the right is obtained by using Eq. (14) and integrating by parts.
The second term is proportional to the virial moment3 derived for sheet beams in
Appendix A:
(29)
Note that ltO means W(O). The third term involves Xo, the initial value of the rms
beam size X.
We can rewrite Eq. (28) in terms of the normalized free self-field energy (beam
shape factor) defined in Appendix A, Eq. (A-24):
Un (z)=2(1-v'3W/PX). (30)
(31)
The rms beam size given by Eq. (31) is exact during the period of laminar
motion defined by Eq. (17), which extends at least to z = A/4; if the correspond-
ing criterion n(;) > nu /2 is satisfied for all ;, then Eq. (31) applies for all z.
Equation (31) is greatly simplified for a matched beam.
2.8. Matching
In Eq. (31), whatever value of Xo is chosen, there will be fluctuations in X (unless
the initial profile is uniform). But certain choices give a matched beam in the
sense that the fluctuations are quite small. Two choices, which are particularly
simple, are discussed here. The first, which gives what we call A/4 matching, is
the same as matching based on the equivalent-beam concept1,2,4 while the second,
which we call A/2 matching, gives less than half as much ripple. Either choice
simplifies the form of Eq. (28) or (31).
2.8.1. A/4 matching. For this case, we choose Xo, the value of X at z = 0, to be
equal to the value given by Eq. (31) at z = A/4:
X6 = XZ(),/4) =H~r (32)
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Using this result in Eq. (31) gives
X2(z) = X~[l- UnO cos kz(l- cos kz)].
If we define the ripple factor
then we find for A/4 matching




2.8.2. A/2 matching. We choose the initial value of X to equal the value given by
Eq. (31) at z = A/2. Solving the resulting equation for Xo gives
Inserting this in Eq. (31) yields
X2(z) = X~[l- Uno(l- U~o/4) sin2 kz].
In this case, we obviously have the ripple factor




This can be shown to be the smallest possible value. It is less than half the value
given by Eq. (35) for A/4 matching or equivalent-beam matching.
Of course, Eqs. (36) and (37) are exact up to A/2 only if the laminarity criterion
under Eq. (17) is satisfied. But they may be useful even in cases where laminar
motion breaks down.
2.9. Rms Emittance
We use Sacherer's definition of mean square emittance2:
E2 = (X2)(X'2) - (XX')2. (39)
The method that we used to find (x2 ) [Eq. (28)] gives for the other moments
(X'2) = (P2/3k4 - 2Wolk2+ X5)k2sin2 kz,
(xx') = [(P2/3k4)(1- C) + (~/k2)(2C -1) - X~C]k sin kz,
assuming z < Zc. Many terms cancel when these two equations and Eq. (28) are
inserted in Eq. (39). We are left with
2 p
2 [X5 W5J . 2E (z) =- --- SIn kz.k 2 3 p2 (40)
This form is useful for some calculations. But with the aid of Eq. (30) a more
interesting version is obtained, which shows the connection between the rms
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(41)
(43)
emittance and the free self-field energy UnO:
2 p2X6 ( Uno). 2E (Z) = 3k2 UnO 1- 4 sIn kz.
Equations (40) and (41) apply whether the beam is matched or not. If we specify
as a special case that the beam is }"'/4 matched, then Eq. (32) gives for z < Zc
2 P 3 ( Uno). 2 ( )E (Z) =yl3XoUno 1-4 sm kz, 42
which has a close relationship to the differential equation for emittance [Eq.
(A-25)] derived in Appendix A:
d 2 P 3 d
dz E = - yl3X (z) dz Un'
The factor (1 - Uno/4) for typical initial beam profiles is usually within about 1%
of unity. This factor arises from the small variations of X given by Eq. (33).
To find E(Z), we take the positive square root of Eq. (42), so that
E(Z) ex Isin kzl. If the laminarity -criterion is satisfied, this time dependence
continues indefinitely.
2.10. Irreversible Behavior (Wave Breaking)
In this section, we discuss cases where n(;) is nonvanishing out to the beam edge
but where n(;) < nu /2 for some ;; Eq. (17) gives the point Z = Zc where the
trajectories will cross. As we have shown, the phase-space dynamics of cold
beams are easily and exactly described up to this point. Before Zc is reached, the
distribution on the (x, x') phase plane is a well-behaved curve with slope
dx' dx' /d; -[1- n(;)/nu]k sin kz
dx = dx/d; = n(;)/nu + [1- n(;)/nu]cos (kz) .
Comparison with Eq. (17) shows that this slope is finite for z < zc, so that x'(x) is
single-valued. As z ~ Zc the curve steepens like the shape of a wave about to
break. Although this occurs in phase space, not real space, the subsequent
behavior is sometimes referred to as wave breaking.5 In real space, the cold-beam
equation [Eq. (19)] shows that the charge density becomes singular as z ~ Zc.
Although our main purpose here is to present analytic results, we show a
typical numerical simulation6 to illustrate the effect. Figure 1a shows the
steepening of dx' /dx and the wave breaking in phase space. Immediately after zc,
x'(x) becomes triple-valued near x = 0; this implies the sudden appearance there
of a finite pressure tensor (see Section 2.14). Indeed, the density profiles in Fig.
1b exhibit phenomena resembling shock fronts propagating from the singularity.
Returning to the analysis, it should be noted that, for z > zc, Eq. (7) must be
used; the linear equation [Eq. (9)] and all its consequences are inapplicable.
When the laminarity criterion is satisfied, there is no wave breaking and Eq.








FIGURE 1 Example of (a) wave breaking in phase space and (b) shock formation in configuration
space. Upper row shows phase plots (Le., x' vs x) at Z/A = 0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5, 0.625, and
0.75; lower row shows corresponding charge densities. The initial density profile was chosen to be
n/nu = 1- 0.7 cos (jf~/h) for ~ s h, with n = 0 for ~ > h. The results during the laminar regime agree
with Eqs. (43) and (19). According to Eq. (17), wave breaking starts at Zc = 0.32A for this initial
profile. This figure illustrates cold-beam behavior. Space-charge-dominated warm-beam results are
similar to these except that the shock like structures are smoother.
(42) continues to apply. There is reversible exchange between electrostatic energy
and laminar motion, and the emittance periodically returns to zero. But when
wave breaking occurs, one may expect some irreversibility or damping of these
oscillations, and this has been observed using numerical simulation.6
The above remarks apply to continuous density distributions. In the case of
segmented beams, there is extremely strong damping of the emittance oscillations
(i.e., nearly complete irreversibility), as discussed in the next section. This
situation occurs when beams from several sources are merged in the same
channel.
2.11. Multiple Sheet Beams in One channel
It has been proposed recently for some applications to merge separate beamlets
into a single transport or acceleration channel. For example, one proposal, from
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, involves sheet beams, while others, from
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and from JAERI, involve round beams. Our
discussion in this section indicates what can happen in either case: prompt,
permanent, and substantial emittance growth. In a later section, we evaluate this
growth using typical parameters for these applications.
We can use the above analysis to draw some general conclusions. If a number
of uniform, separated beamlets are introduced into a channel, Eq. (21) shows
that the gaps close at ),,/4, so that the overall density becomes uniform at that
moment. In the phase plane, each beamlet remains a straight line but is tilted
with slope
dx' -k[l- n(;)/nu ]
dx n(;)/nu
Immediately after z = ),,/4, the beamlets start to overlap. The acquired momen-
tum causes this overlapping to increase with time; obviously the original gaps
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(47)
(48)
never appear again. One may expect then that after )../4 the density profile
remains approximately constant, i.e., the emittance remains near the maximum
value that occurred at ),,/4.
Figure 2a, obtained by numerical simulation,6 illustrates these points. It shows
E vs z/).. for six uniform beams injected into one channel. Up to ),,/4, the
simulation agrees with Eq. (42) or, in particular, with Eq. (48), derived below.
In contrast, Fig. 2b shows the result for a single beam with profile
n/nu = 1.2 - 0.6;2 for; < 1, satisfying the laminarity criterion. There is complete
reversibility and the simulation agrees exactly with Eq. (42).
To analyze the emittance for a segmented beam, we choose the simplest
model: M segments, each with the same uniform density and the same width, and
separated by distances equal to this width. We find for this case
2 2M2 -1
UnO =2 - M (4M2 _ 3)112· (45)
When the number M becomes large, UnO == 1/(4M2). The rms emittance is
hP (M2 - 1)1/2 .
E(Z) = 2k M(2M -1) smkz, (46)
which of course applies only up to z = ),,/4, so absolute-value bars are omitted. In
Eq. (46), h stands for the initial half-width of the entire set of beamlets.
The condition for )../4 matching is
P 2M-1
h = k2 (4M2 _ 3)112.
For such matching, Eq. (46) becomes
p 2 1 [ M 2 - 1 J1/2
E(Z) = 3k3 M 4M2 _ 3 sin kz
for Z ~ ),,/4. Expanding Eq. (49) for large M,
E(Z) = ~[1- _1_ + · · .J sin kz
6k3M 8M2
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ULI65-1t3J
FIGURE 2 (a) Irreversible behavior of emittance for segmented beam; (b) reversible behavior for
continuous profile.
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It should not be surprising that E ~ 0 for large M, since a continuous beam
actually consists of a very large number of individual beamlets (particles).
2.12. Rms Emittance of a Warm Sheet Beam
We define the "standard" uniform-beam equilibrium distribution function to be
n ( x2 X,2)-1I2f(x, x') =_b 1---- (50)jfX~ x5 X~2
within the bounding ellipse; f is zero outside the ellipse. This function, derivable
by Abel inversion, is the sheet-beam version of the K - V distribution. Integrating
over dx' confirms that the beam is uniform:
n(x) = nb (x ~xo),
= 0 (x >xo).
The condition for equilibrium, according to the Vlasov equation, is
X~2 = k2x5 - PXo. (51)
(We do not discuss stability here.) Taking moments of f, we find
(x2 ) = x5/3,
(X'2) =x~2/3,
(xx') =0,
and the rms emittance is
E = xox~/3.




which agrees with the enclosure emittance for our standard beam. This is exactly
analogous to the quantity E4rms defined later [Eq. (114)] for round beams.
The condition for Vlasov equilibrium can then be written
0= -k2xo + P + E~rmsX03, (54)
which agrees with the stationary envelope equation for a uniform sheet beam.7
For a cold beam, the last term vanishes, and we have yet another meaning for
P/k2 :
2.13. Typical Numbers
The normalized perveance P [see Eq. (4)] can be written in terms of IL = 2Nev,
the total beam current per centimeter:
I Al/2
P = 4.08 X 106 V~/2 Qll2 ' (55)
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with IL in amperes/em. The beam energy is eV, and V is in volts. A is the atomic
weight and Q is the charge state of the beam particles. We are still assuming that
the beam is nonrelativistic, as discussed in the introduction.
Using the matching condition, Eq. (32), in Eq. (41) allows the emittance to be
expressed in terms of the basic length P /k2• [For a beam that remains laminar,
P/k2 is the beam width averaged over a plasma period; otherwise, it is the width
at z = )",/4. See Eq. (11).] Then the peak value for the emittance (squared) is
2 6 Al/2 IL (P)3 ( Uno)
E3nns =4.08 X 10 Q1I2 V 3/2 e UnO 1 - 4
for a cold beam at )",/4. For the segmented beam case, Eq. (49), the peak
emittance is
_1.01 X 103 Al/4 IY2 (P)3/2
E3rms - M Ql/4 V 3/4 k 2
if M > 3. For example, if IL = 0.2 A/em, V = 105 volts, and P/k2 = 1.0 em, then
E3rms = 0.080 Al/4/(Ql/4M) [.7l'rad-cm]
in the large-M limit. The normalized emittance would be
EN3rms = 0.84Al/4/(Ql/4M) [.7l'mrad-cm].
Clearly, segmented-beam emittances can jump to substantial values unless M, the
number of beamlets, is large. For other beam profiles, E3rms may be calculated
using UnO from Eq. (30) or from Appendix A, Table A-I.
2.14. Inclusion of Thermal Emittance
In this section, we show that most of our results for cold beams are readily
applied to warm beams. First, we show that, in general, the mean square
emittance can be divided into a thermal part and a fluid-flow part.
For any value of x, we define the local dimensionless fluid velocity
u(x, z) = (x')av = n(x, Z)-l {''''oo dx'x'f(x, x', z)
and the normalized specific pressure tensor
T(x, z) = n-1 J:oo dx'(x' - u)2f(x, x', z).
(56)
(57)
For a Gaussian velocity distribution, T(x, z) represents the local temperature.
The local mean square velocity is
(x ,Z)av = T(x, z) + u2(x, z).
Using Eq. (24) to average over x, we write
(x,Z)(z) = (T)(z) + (u2 )(z).
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(59)
For rms emittance, we also need (xx'). It is easy to show that (xx') = (xu), so
that Eq. (39) becomes
€2= (x2)(T) + [(X2)(U2) - (XU)2]. (58)
Note that
(T)=N- 1rdx (", dx'(x'-uff(x,x',z)
is proportional to the mean quasi-thermal energy. For a cold beam during the
period of laminar particle motion given by Eq. (17), there is no thermal term in
Eq. (58); all the emittance is due to the term in brackets. We can write
Now we are ready to discuss warm beams, for which the initial temperature
To == (T) (0) > O. Davidson and Schram8 have analyzed the closely related
problem of an infinite 1-D plasma. They showed that small-amplitude fluid
motion is unaffected by finite temperature, except for a frequency shift of order
K 2Ai.>, providing K 2Ai.> is small; K is the wave number of a sinusoidal disturbance
and AD is the Debye length. We adapt their results to our case by writing their
small-temperature parameter as Jr2ToIk2h2. Their results apply if our initial
temperature is small, i.e., if To« k 2h2IJr2. For such a beam, Eq. (42) still applies
to the fluid part of the emittance if a slight correction8 is made to k.
Results obtained by linearization are often useful and are sometimes quite
accurate, even in cases where the small parameters are not particularly small. Our
warm-beam problem provides an excellent illustration of this phenomenon.
Numerical simulations show that, even when the temperature parameter is fairly
large, i.e., when To == k 2h2I Jr2, the fluid motion is unaffected except for the
above-mentioned k correction. This remains true even for large variations in the
initial density profile (we restrict ourselves here to the period of initial emittance
growth). The correction to k predicted by Ref. 8 is still remarkably accurate
under such conditions. (Details of this result and the results of other numerical
simulations, performed in collaboration with L. Soroka, will be reported
separately. )
We can now quantify the term "warm beam" used throughout this section: A
warm beam has a finite initial temperature To which does not much exceed
k 2h21Jr2.
If the beam is mismatched, there will be significant variation in the envelope
size, which will cause compressional heating (or cooling) and variation in
(x 2 )(T). But if the beam is matched, the term (x 2 )(T) will be essentially
constant, so that Eth(Z) = Eo, where Eo==X~To is the initial thermal emittance.
Then, since Eq. (42) applies to the fluid part of the emittance, we can write
or
Etot(Z) = (E~ +~X~Uno sin2 k 1Z) 1/2, (60)
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where k l is the channel wave number k with the correction of order :rc2 1QIk 2h2
mentioned above; see Ref. 8. Equation (60) is consistent with the moment-
equation result of Appendix A [Eq. (A-25)] if the beam becomes uniform at
z = Al /4; Al == 2:rclk l • This uniformity is exact for a cold beam and, according to
the above discussion, is essentially exact for a warm beam.
Equation (60) resembles a sheet-beam version of an equation due to Struck-
meier, Klabunde, and Reiser-see Eq. (15) in Ref. 4. What is new in Eq. (60) is
that it shows that the upper limit mentioned in Ref. 4 is actually reached and
shows that it is reached at z = Al /4.
3. ROUND BEAMS
Exact expressions for the time dependence of rms emittance, such as Eq. (42),
are not obtainable for round beams. However, rather accurate results can be
derived from perturbation analysis. Although the results are similar to the
sheet-beam case, there are several differences, the most noteworthy of which are
the following:
(i) The critical density for laminar particle motion is again half the equivalent
uniform density, with a first-order correction, typically around 10%.
(ii) Different parts of a nonuniform round beam oscillate at slightly different
frequencies. The correction is of second order (usually less than 1%), with
negligible effect, except perhaps for long time scales. The fundamental
frequency for a cold beam is essentially Wo where w~ = 2k2•
(iii) The particle oscillations are nonlinear, so the beam density is not precisely
uniform at z = Ao/4, where Ao = 2:rclwoo However, the nonuniformity is so
small that essentially all the free self-field energy is converted into kinetic
energy and emittance growth.
Again, we start with cold beams and discuss thermal effects later.
3.1. Round-Beam Particle Dynamics
If the beam density is n(r, z), the number of particles per centimeter of length
within radius r is
Nr(r, z) =f2:rcrn(rl' z) drv
and the total number per centimeter of length is
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is proportional to the total perveance K, given by
K = 2Ne2/mv 2• (64)
As with sheet beams, the external focusing force Fe is assumed to be linear. We
define k 2 by
and get
" k 2( _ K Nr(r, z)) = 0
r + r k 2 •Nr
(65)
(66)
For a cold beam, the particle motion is laminar for z less than a critical distance
Zc· We write P for the initial position of the particle that is currently at r(z); thus,
Nr(r, z) = Nr(p, 0). Using the abbreviation Nr(p, 0) = Nr(p), we define the




in the laminar range. A cold beam may have a well-defined edge initially, where
the density falls to zero. If we call this edge-radius a, then
re(a) = (K/k2)1/2. (69)
Next, in order to expand Eq. (68), we define
w5 = 2k2 (70)
and
the normalized deviation from equilibrium. The initial value of y is
1J(p) == p/re(p) -1.
(71)
(72)
According to Eqs. (61) and (67), this important parameter vanishes for all p if the
beam is matched, and uniform. It turns out to be small everywhere for most
nonuniform profiles if the beam mismatch is not too large.
Substituting Eqs. (70) and (71) into (68) and expanding,
y" + Q)~(Y _~2 +y; _ ...) =O. (73)
This can be solved by the Lindstedt-Poincare method discussed in Ref. 9. We use
slightly different notation here, calling the expansion parameter D. The solution,
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for the initial condition r'(p) = 0, is
rep, z) = re ( 1 + (j cos coz + ~2 (1- i cos 2coz) + · · -). (74)
where
6(p) = 1] - 1]2/6, (75)
w(p)/Wo = 1 + 62/12. (76)
The next term in Eq. (74) is of order 6 3• We shall calculate various beam
quantities to first order in 11; therefore, W is replaced by Wo in the following
discussion.
We evaluate dr/dp in the next section. To obtain first-order accuracy, we need
to keep the second-order terms in Eqs. (74) and (75). Defining Ao=2n/wo, we
have
rea, Ao/4) = re (a)(1 + 62/3),
so that to first order, (K/k2)1/2 is the beam radius at z = Ao/4.
Differentiating Eq. (74) with respect to z, we find to first order
r'(p, z) = -coo(p - re ) sin cooz(1-~-~cos cooz),
which we shall use later.
3.2. Crossing of Trajectories in Round Beams
(77)
(78)
Laminar particle motion ceases at the critical distance zc, where the derivative
dr(p, zc)/dp first vanishes. We find, after some algebra,
dr dre ( dre) [1] 2 ]dp = dp + 1 - dp C + 3" (2 - C - C) ,
where C = cos WoZ. From Eqs. (61) and (67),
~dre= n(p)
pdp nu
where for a round beam
N
nu = nK/k2 •
Using Eqs. (74), (79), and (80),






The condition for trajectory crossing is found by setting the left side equal to zero
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and solving for cos WoZc. The result is the same as for sheet beams except for a
correction factor, which we give to first order.
Laminarity criterion. If n(p) > nu 12(1 -111) for all p < a, Zc does not exist, and
the motion is laminar for all z in the cold-beam limit.
As with sheet beams, if Zc exists, then it is less than Ao/2. However, as the
minimum n(p) decreases to zero, Zc does not approach Ao/4 but rather
(1 + 411c/3.7r)(Ao/4); 11c is calculated at the location Pc with the lowest initial
density.
Of course, Eq. (68) is invalid if and when crossing occurs. In the case of
smooth density profiles, this occurs after Ao/4, but analysis shows that there are
discontinuous profiles where wave breaking precedes Ao/4.
3.3. Beam Density Time Dependence
By analogy with the sheet-beam case, laminarity can be expressed as
2.7rr nCr, z) dr = 2.7rp n(p) dp
or
!..dr _ n(p)
pdp - nCr, z)'
and Eq. (82) gives
n(p)
n(r,z)= . ... ,





where the r dependence is obtained by simultaneous use of Eq. (74). See the
discussion under Eq. (19). If the laminarity criterion is violated, shocklike
behavior (see Fig. 1) will begin at z = Zc if the initial profile is continuous.
3.4. Rms Beam Size and Matching
Because of the nonlinearity of Eq. (73), the solution, Eq. (74), shows a
complicated time behavior. We shall not consider the exact time dependence of
<r2 ), but simply calculate this and other averages at z = Ao/4. We show later that
at this point the density profile is nearly uniform, so that essentially all of the free
self-field energy is converted into emittance growth.
For a round beam, averages over density profiles are defined by
(g)(Z)=N- 1f'dr21rrn(r,z)g(r). (86)
Using Eq. (83), we change the integration variable from the current position r to
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the initial value p and find
(g)(z)=N- 1f dp2;rpn(p)g(r(p, z».
The initial mean square radius, at z = 0, is
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(87)
R6 = (p2) =N-1 f dp2;rp3n(p). (88)
At z = Ao/4, Eq. (74) gives, after we drop the second-order term in "1,
(r2 ) (Ao/4) = (r;), (89)
where the notation on the left means that the average of r 2 is evaluated at
z = Ao/4. Equations (80) and (87) give
(g )(z) = N- 12;rnu f dpre ~~g(r(p, z», (90)
so that
(r;) = 2~2'
and the condition for Ao/4 matching, using Eq. (89), is
2 K
Ro = 2k2 '
3.5. Peak Rms Emittance
(91)
(92)
At least three different definitions of rms emittance for two-dimensional beams
have appeared in the literature, in papers by Sacherer,2 by Lapostolle,! and by
Lee et al. 3 Sacherer's definition is
E = «x2) (X'2) - (xx' )2)112.
If the beam is not round, then this is called Ex and there is a similar expression for
Ey • Lapostolle's definition is the same except that it is four times larger in order to
agree with the enclosure emittance for the K - V distribution. (To avoid
confusion, it is wise to use a special notation. For example, Ref. 10 uses the
informative symbol E4rms') Lee's definition, applicable only to round beams, is
ELee = «r2) (r'2) - (rr' )2)112,
which is twice Sacherer's since (x2) = (y2) = (r2)/2. For present purposes Lee's
definition would be convenient, but since we have already used Sacherer's for
sheet beams, we shall also use it for round beams. In terms of the radial





r'(Ao/4) = -wo(p - re)(1-1]/6),
but, since p - re = re1], we have, to first order in 1],
r'(Ao/4) = -wore1] = -wo(p - re).
Recalling that to first order r(Ao/4) = re, we readily find
€2(Ao/4) = (w~/4)( (r;) (p2) - (reP )2).
(94)
(95)
(We have not assumed that the beam is matched.) Two of the averages on the
right have been calculated already. It remains to find the quantity (reP). Using
Eq. (90) and integrating by parts,
= (2K)1/2{ _ fa [Nr(P )]3/2}(reP) 3k2 a J
o
dp N' (96)
Given an initial density profile n(p), we can calculate €(Ao/4) to first order in 1]
by using Eqs. (95), (88), (91), and (96). We offer an example in Section 3.7. But
first we show a different way to calculate €(Ao/4) for the special case of a matched
beam.
3. 6. Peak Emittance from Free Self-Field Energy
Recall that the exact solution for sheet beams, Eq. (42), turned out to be closely
related to the differential equation for emittance, Eq. (A-25). In the case of
round beams, this differential equation iS1,3,4
(97)
where
R2(z) = (r2 ) = 2(x2 )
and where the normalized free energy Un (round beams) is
Un(z) = 4f drN;(z)/N2r - (1 + 41n b/RV2). (98)
The upper limit b is chosen large enough to include all of the beam. In Ref. 4,
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(101)
(Note that the upper limit is the actual initial beam radius a.) The method of
analysis used in Refs. 1,3, and 4 did not show how rapidly the maximum
emittance would be reached. But we recall that for sheet beams all of the free
self-field energy is converted into emittance growth at one quarter of a plasma
period. This is very nearly true for round beams as well. It can be shown that to a
good approximation for a matched beam
2 K 2
E (Ao/4) = 16 RoUno·
It is interesting to compare this result with Eq. (95) and its associated
equations. In Eq. (98) we integrated the square of Nn whereas Eq. (96) involves
the 3/2 power. We show in the next section [Eq. (113)] that the two methods give
nearly identical results. But first we show for a typical density profile that the
density at Ao/4 is nearly uniform. This indicates that in round beams essentially all
of the free energy is converted at Ao/4 into fluid energy and explains the
agreement of the different methods.
3. 7. Parabolic Profile





and the matching condition, Eq. (92), is
2 3K
a ="2 k 2 •
Then, using Eq. (81), the beam is matched if
n(p) =1nu(1- ::).
From Eqs. (67) and (72),
V3( p2)-1I2











The neglected terms of order 11 2 in Eqs. (75-77) have small coefficients, so that
Eq. (107) predicts errors of 1% or less in the following calculations.




1+ -1 +-- 311
n(p)
To get n(r), we need to combine this with r(p, Ao/4) from Eq. (89). Using Eqs.
(67) and (103), we have
r
2(AO/4) = 4~2 (1- ;:2)'
which may be solved for p. If we define
( 3r2) 1/2G(r) = 1 - 2a2 '
then the solution is
p2/a2= 1 - G(r).
Inserting this in Eqs. (102), (107), and (108) gives
n(r, Ao/4) = 3 2 nu Vi '






This result is plotted in Fig. 3, where it is compared with the initial profile. The
density is clearly flat enough at Z = Ao/4 to make Un(z) negligible. Thus, Eq. (99)
gives an accurate result. Inclusion of second-order corrections would change the














FIGURE 3 Density profiles at z = 0 and z = Ao/4 for a round beam with parabolic initial density
profile.
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To confirm this point, we calculated the emittance at z = Ao/4 using the free
energy UnO' Eq. (101), and compared it with the result obtained from the
dynamics, Eqs. (95) and (96). We found
E(Ao/4) = 0.0374 Rov'K (113a)
and
E(AO/4) =0.0375 Rov'K, (113b)
respectively. The uniformity at Ao/4 (Fig. 3) is responsible for the high accuracy
of the free-energy calculation.
3.8. Typical Numbers
When comparing calculations with experimental data, Lapostolle's emittance
definitionl is advantageous and is often used. We follow the Los Alamos
notationlo and define
E4rms = 4e. (114)
We multiply E4rms (nonrelativistically) by f3 to get EN4rms' the normalized
emittance. Then Eq. (101) gives, at the point z = Ao/4,
(
la2 )1/2
EN4rms = 0.68 X 106fJ(UnO)1I2 V 312
1r mrad-cm. The beam current I is in amperes, and V is in volts. (For Q and
A =1= 1, see Section 2.)
Particular case. 200 rnA n- beam at 100 keY:
EN 4rms = 0.50 (Uno)1/2a [1r mrad-cm].
For a parabolic profile, n == 1- r2/a 2 , we have (see Table A-I in appendix A) the
shape factor UnO = 0.0224, so that
EN4rms = 0.074a [1r mrad-cm].
For some applications this could be excessive, and a more uniform beam would
be required.
3.9. Inclusion of Thermal Emittance
Warm round beams can be treated in the same way as warm sheet beams by
splitting the mean square emittance into a thermal part and a fluid-flow part. For
a matched, strongly space-charge-dominated beam, the total emittance at
z == Ao/4 is
(115)
See the discussion in Section 2.14.
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Simulation studies by C. M. Celata11 have confirmed that Eq. (115) gives
accurate results when the two terms enclosed by parentheses are about the same
size.
Our prediction that the emittance peaks at Z == Ao/4 agrees with the simulation
results reported by Wangler et al.;4 in fact, the present study was inspired by a
desire to understand the physics behind those surprising results.
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APPENDIX A
Moment Equations for Sheet Beams
Lapostolle, l Lee,3 and Wangler et al. 4 used moment equations for round beams to
obtain a differential equation relating changes in emittance to changes in self-field
energy. In this appendix, we use the same technique for sheet beams and
compare the results.
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Just as in Section 2, we make several assumptions to simplify the notation; see
the Introduction. And again, we assume the external focusing force Fe to be
linear. But we do not need to assume that it is constant; to emphasize this point,
we change notation and replace the constant k 2 by the symbol Ke , where Ke may
depend on z.
Another advantage of the moment-equation approach is that it applies to
beams of arbitrary temperature. As discussed at the end of this appendix, the cost
of these· generalizations is the loss of information on the rate at which the
emittance changes.
A-I. PARTICLE MOTION
The transverse force can be written as Fx; = eEs + Fe, where Fe(z) is the linear
external force. Then
Defining K e and K s by
Felmv2 = -Ke(z)x,
eEslmv2 = Ks(x, z)x,
we can write
x" = [Ks(x, z) - Ke(z)]x,
which can be put into two other useful forms:
(x 2)"/2 = X,2 + (Ks - Ke)xZ,
(x,Z)' = (Ks - Ke)(xZ)'.










We define averages here in the same way they are defined in Ref. 3. If some
quantity associated with the ith particle in a moving beam slice containing N
particles is gi =g(Xi' xI, z), then
Define
(g) = (liN) L gi·
N
X Z = (X Z ),
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Note that X 2 , =N- 1 EN (x;)' =N- 1 EN 2xix;, so that
XX' = (xx'). (A-II)
Equations (A-5), (A-6), (A-9), and (A-IO) now give
(X2)"/2 = V2+ (Ksx 2) - KeX 2, (A-12)
(V2)' = (Ksx2') - KeX 2,. (A-13)
The rms emittance is defined by Eq. (39). Using Eqs. (A-9)-(A-II), we get the
alternative expression
E2 =X 2(V2- X'2). (A-14)
Equations (A-12) and (A-14) give the rms envelope equation
X" + Ke(z)X = €2/X3 + W(z)/X, (A-15)
where W (z) is the virial moment3 (not a constant here as it is in the 2-D case):
To calculate averages of this type, we use
(g )(Z) =N-1rdx n(x, z)g(x),
which is equivalent to Eq. (A-8). Then Eqs. (A-16) and (A-7) give
W(z) = (NxX )P/N = (P/N2) f'dx(aNx/aX)Nxx.
Integrating by parts, we find




Since N 2 - N;~ 0 for x outside the beam, we have replaced the upper limit by a
finite distance b for later convenience.
A-3. EMITTANCE GROWTH
According to Eqs. (A-13) through (A-IS),
€2, = X 2(Ksx2') - X2,W(z), (A-19)
which is most easily derived by differentiating €2/X2. To evaluate the average in
the above equation, we follow Ref. 3 and note that (Ksx 2') = 2(Ksxu), where u
is the local average of x'. The beam fluid velocity in the x direction is vu [Eq.
(56)]. Steady flow implies v· VNx = 0, or
oNx/oz = -nu
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at any value of x. Then, using Eqs. (A-7) and (A-17),
(Ksx2') = (2P/N)(Nx u)
= (2PIN 2 ) f' dx nuNx
=-(2PIN2 )rdxNxoNxloz
=-(PIN2)(dldz) f dxN;,
where again a finite distance b » X is used for the upper limit without affecting
the result. Comparing this with Eq. (A-18) shows that





Equation (A-18) can be written, using Eq. (3), as
W(z) = Pbl2 - (PI2) f dxE;IE~,
where
Eo = 4neN
is essentially the self-field outside the beam. Rearrangement gives the self-field
energy
f dxE;/8:n: = (b - 2WIP)EU8:n:. (A-22)
We show in Appendix B that, for a given rms beam size X, the field energy is
minimized as the beam profile approaches uniformity. Therefore, the available
field energy is obtained by subtracting from Eq. (A-22) the energy for a uniform
distribution having the same P and the same local x. The (half) width of the
uniform distribution is
while its self-field energy is
xV3,
(b - 2x/V3)E~/8n.
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Subtracting from Eq. (A-22) gives the available, or free, self-field energy
2(X10 - w1P)E~/8:Jr.
A dimensionless parameter Un(z), proportional to the free self-field energy, is
obtained by dividing the above expression by the self-field energy contained
within the comparable uniform distribution. The result is
Un(Z) = 2(1 - 0w1PX), (A-24)
(A-25)
the normalized free energy. It is seen from Eq. (A-18) that Un(z) depends only
on the beam profile, so it may also be referred to as the beam shape factor.
The emittance growth, then, using Eq. (A-21), is
d 2 P 3 d
dz E = - 0 X dz Un'
This is similar to the result for round beams3 ,4




The rms radius R, perveance K, and shape factor Un are defined in the main text.
The last of these can be written in a way that emphasizes its relationship to
self-field energy:
(A-27)
Table A-I compares the sheet-beam and round-beam shape factors for uniform,
parabolic, tent-shaped, hollow parabolic, and delta-function profiles. Appendix B
shows that the uniform profile gives the smallest possible Un' namely, zero.
Column 1 of Table A-I gives the (unnormalized) density profile n(y), where
y =xlh for a sheet beam and y = rIa for a round beam; h and a are the outer
dimensions. It is understood that n(y) = 0 for y > 1.
Unlike Eqs. (42) and (101), Eqs. (A-25) and (A-26) give no information on
TABLE A-I
Sheet-beam and round-beam shape factors for different profiles
Sheet beam Round beam
Profile, n(y) X2 ~heet R2 ~ound Ratio, UrIUsn n
1 h2/3 0 a2/2 0
1- y2 h2/5 0.0082 a2/3 0.0224 2.74
l-y h2/6 0.0201 3a2/10 0.0450 2.24
y2 3h2/5 0.0834 2a2/3 0.0754 0.90
<5(1- y) h2 0.2679 a2 0.3863 1.44
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time dependence, since the moment equations on which they are based are not
closed. They do have the feature of being valid for cases with variable focusing
force. However, although they are perfectly general (for the model stated in the
Introduction), they are mainly useful in cases exhibiting fluctuations sufficiently
small that X (or R) can be treated as constant. One way to obtain small
fluctuations is to adjust the perveance of the nonuniform beam so that it equals
the perveance of a uniform matched beam having the same X or R. As discussed




Proposition: the normalized self-field energy
1=f dxE;/E~= f dxN'2;/N2 (B-1)
of any nonuniform beam with profile n(x) is greater than Iu , where Iu is calculated
for a uniform profile having the same X.
As before, b is chosen large enough that n = 0 for x ~ b.
Definition:
f(x) = n(x) - nu(x),
where
nu(x) = (N/a)[1- H(x - a)],





g(O) = g(b) = 0,
g~O for x>a,








Equations (B-6) and (B-7) are obvious from the definitions. Equation (B-8)
follows from the requirement that the profiles n(x) and nu(x) have the same X;
thus, f dx x 2f(x) = O. Putting f = dg/dx and integrating by parts gives Eq. (B-8).
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Calculating the Self-Field Energy [Eq. (B-1)]: Since n(x) = nu(x) +[(x), we
integrate to get
Nx/N = [x - (x - a)H(x - a)]/a + g(x).
We find
I=a-2f (x2+2axg)dx+f (1+2g)dx+ f g2dx.
We subtract I u as defined above (which is I with g~ 0):
I -Iu =a-1f2xgdx +f2gdx +f g2dx.





In the first term on the right, (1- x/a) is obviously negative in the range of
integration; g is negative by Eq. (B-7). Thus, the first integral is nonnegative. The
second integral is positive for any nonuniform n(x), and this proves the
proposition.
